
MOVEMENtS FOR L IBERAtION:
WE DID NOt MAKE OURSELVES
[1 .5  HOURS]

OVERVIEW
This is a movement timeline exercise to explore different tendencies inside movements for liberation and self-

determination, and to untangle our individual and collective relationship to a variety of feminisms.

GOALS
• To collectively ground ourselves in various movement lineages

• To explore how history informs our current reality

• To engage in dialogue around our different understandings and experiences with feminism

tIME NEEDED
1.5 hours

MAtERIALS NEEDED
• Flip chart, tape, markers to write up prompts and capture key report-backs, writing materials for participants  

• Handouts: Timeline (pp. 30-31) copied at expanded scale on ledger-sized paper & Timeline Worksheet (p. 29)

READINGS/RESOURCES
Project South’s toolkits all have incredible historical timelines; see their Timeline of Scientific Racism, as well as the 

Timeline of the Medical Industrial Complex from Changing Frequencies (due out in 2020)

FRAMING
This is a timeline activity to connect contemporary work to different feminist organizing legacies, and to explore 

both the power and limitations of different waves of work. Ruby Sales talks about the importance of engaging our 

hindsight, insight, and foresight. We practice hindsight by studying history and engaging collective memory; we 

practice insight by honestly taking stock of our current work in light of that historical context in order to have foresight 

for what lies ahead. Our mandate is not just to appreciate what has been made possible by those who’ve come 

before us but to build on this legacy and leave something behind for those who will come after.

Through practice, we believe in the possibility of creating a feminist framework by confronting current systems 

of oppression (such as white supremacy, capitalism, and heteropatriarchy) and building a new world with a 

vision of liberation for all. We know that feminism – as a framework and practice – can and must be rooted in 

ending domination in all its forms, including gender-based oppression and violence stemming from patriarchy. 
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These poison all of us, from those of us who are read as masculine or feminine women, to those of us who are “gender 

outlaws,” to straight cis men, to those of us who are trans. Our focus is more about politics and practice and less 

about identity; all people can and could (and should!) be feminists, and women are by no means the only ones with 

a stake in the fight to end patriarchy. At the same time, we know that while those who have experienced oppression 

hold many of the solutions and antidotes we need most to transform it, we are simultaneously denied access to 

shaping strategy or solutions because of ongoing racism, classism, and elitism. This is one of the ways feminism has 

been distorted and flattened. It is therefore completely understandable that so many of us have baggage associated 

with the word feminism because of how it has been commodified, white-washed, and de-fanged. Questions of race, 

class, and gender are the fault lines along which the majority of the social movements in this country have fractured 

and faltered, and feminism is no different. It is also important to note that Black, Indigenous, lesbian, queer, trans, 

working class Chicanx and Latinx feminists, and feminists across the Global South continue to stake claim to feminism 

and hold a crucial political counterweight to the ‘pop feminism’ of this time. 

WE GOt BAGGAGE   

Discussion questions for pairs or full group:

• What is your relationship to the word ‘feminist’? Who is the first person you thought of as a feminist? 

• Read together the definition from bell hooks: “Feminism is a movement to end sexism, sexist exploitation, 

and oppression. This includes political, social, and ideological methods and work.”

• How is your relationship to the word different than the actual definition? Do you understand yourself to be a 

feminist, and has that changed over time? 

Next, discuss as a full group: 

• What makes you a feminist, or not? 

• Where is there discord or alignment between our associations with feminism and the definition above?

• What’s the current legacy and what legacy are we trying to create? 

Key places people get stuck:

• Folks have understandable pain and rage about white women’s domination, shrillness, and co-optation of feminism.

• The narrow notion within privileged feminisms that gender oppression is “the only oppression that really 

matters” denies the experience of the majority of the world’s women who navigate a daily reality shaped 

by their gender, race, class, and sexuality. This legacy of misunderstanding the reality of interlocking 

oppressions is damaging to everyone.

• When feminism is focused on a set of principles rather than on a set of practices or issues, it can feel abstract 

and irrelevant to people’s lives. 

• Folks can get stuck around not feeling connected to womannness (as queers, dykes, fags, sissies, gender 

nonconforming folks, femmes, etc).

• Often, the core of our fraughtness about feminism is that we are stuck on individual identities rather 

than targeting patriarchy and misogyny as systems of domination that harm all people across gender 

(while targeting all feminized bodies and specific bodies that are deviant or outside normative gender roles). 

In addition, those that benefit from sexism and are conferred power in patriarchy can and should fight 

against it and demand its downfall!
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HINDSIGHt ACtIV ItY
• Break people out into groups to analyze and assess five different eras of history. Depending on your group 

size, you may have two groups discussing the same era. 

• After people are in their groups, reveal their assignment. They will discuss, scribe, then write a slogan. 

1. Discuss: 

• What were the key strengths of your era? 

• What were the key weaknesses (or contradictions) of your era? 

• What can we take forward? (For report-back) 

• What should be left behind?

2. Scribe: Each group should write key moments from their era – either liberatory or limiting – on big 

paper (or a worksheet), to be shared with the full group in a gallery walk.

3. Write a slogan: Ask each group to prepare a report-back focused on what we can we take from this 

era moving forward. Top it off by giving their era a slogan or motto that captures its core themes.

GALLERY WALK AND F INAL D ISCUSSION
• Have the groups present their slogans and very brief reportbacks. As they share, each group can put their 

written work on the wall.

• Give everyone five minutes to walk around and review the work, then bring folks back for a final discussion.

Consider:

• What do we want to keep, fortify, or embody from our history? What do we want to leave behind? 

• When you look back at this timeline and collective body of work, how does it change how you think 

about feminism or understand feminism, if at all? 

• Where do you find inspiration and possibility, and where is your heart broken? What do you grieve?

• What does our feminist legacy teach us as we shape and embody this work together? What is our 

mandate? What insight or foresight does this provide us? 

• Name the pushes and pulls we can see inside freedom movements: for assimilation, for reform, for 

complete and utter transformation.  

• See how movements have grappled over the decades: Do we want to obtain what cis white men 

have inside this current structure or transform the whole? 

• Take a stand. We want to pull from the best traditions of feminism for the many: militant, radical, 

embodied for transformation (reform or assimilation), and requiring personal and collective work!

• One manifestation of Black feminists creating space for themselves and their communities was and is 

through reproductive justice. 

JOURNAL ACtIV ItY 
Close with an opportunity for participants to take the collective reflections of the group as a foundation for personal 

reflection and writing (see worksheet opposite).  
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How do wE understand the t ime pEriod? What werE the keY strengths? 

What werE the keY weakneSsses or contraDictions? 

What can we takE forwarD,  and wHat shouLd be leFt  behinD?

TimEliNE
Worksheet

Our 
  ERA:

take the lessonS of h istory and the t iMel ines You’ve been offereD to heaRt ,  and think abOut a moMent 

of h indSight anD ins ight from yOur own More recEnt femiNist orgAniz ing. 

What forEsight mIght comE of thiS? 

What are three Key 

moments that eIther. . . 

. . .moveD this eRa TOwaRdS 
l iberatIon or hEld it bAck?
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